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NABO’s mission formula proposal: 
RECREATE + EDUCATE = PERPETUATE 

 
Individually and collectively, we have done a pretty good job of keeping the recreation going from 
year to year.  This is crucial for many reasons, that includes the fact that without the “fun” 
component of our festivities we would be hard pressed to sustain our communities.  So the 
recreation has been successfully staged at various festivals and picnics, and the hope is that this 
revelry will continue.  Each club/organization probably knows best what they need to do to have a 
good time; NABO therefore plays a limited role in that capacity.  It is with the next variable that 

NABO can be of most assistance in 
our joint shared goal of perpetuating 
our Basque heritage here in America. 
     As many of our Basque 
communities make the transition from 
a generation of European born 
Basques leaders to the generation of 
American born Basques, the crucial 
element will be how well we are able to 
educate young Basques about their 
heritage.  The European Basques 
didn’t really need too much education 
in the sense that they were already 
Basque—it was who they were.  It is 
instead the younger generation that 
does not have this automatic 
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connection to traditions.  It is this generation that confronts the question what does it mean to be 
Basque in a different way than their parents and grandparents. 
 
     Being Basque has always been a state of mind.  It involves a choice that one seeks to self-
identify as being Basque.  It a sense, therefore, it is likened to a religion [see pg. 4] one chooses to 
practice it or not.  But what will we teach our youth about what it means to be Basque?  NABO is 
aiming to provide a  response to this question by facilitating various projects.    
     One endeavor is to seek the creation of a network of youth directors in most all of our member 
organizations.  This person will serve as the main contact person for various cultural endeavors 
aimed at youth.  Together, we can pool our resources to provide everyone the useful ideas and 
direction to work with their local Basque youth.  While Udaleku (Music Camp) remains a 
cornerstone of NABO’s endeavors, we need to find ways to better augment educating youth at a 
local level.  In San Francisco, for example, they have successfully launched their “Goiz Eskola” 
program which gathers young kids once a week for instruction in the Basque language via games 
and activities.  This model might well be adapted for use in other communities.  In Chino and 
Bakersfield this year we’ll be arranging a joint venture where youth of both communities get 
together in one town for a weekend of fun and educational activities. The list can be continued, and 
it will grow as long as we can locate and identify interested people in each Basque community.  
Granted, one person alone will not be able to do things by themselves, but it all has to begin 
somewhere.  NABO can be a resource that can help to facilitate your efforts to educate your youth 
about being Basque. 
     Success in educating our young will also depend on the support of our educational members 
that includes the Center for Basque Studies (Reno, NV), Cenarrusa Center for Basque Studies 
(Boise, ID), the Basque Educational Organization (San Francisco, CA) and the Society of Basque 
Studies in America (New York).  For years these organizations have been moving forward with 
various educational programs that we Basque-Americans can better utilize.  The Center for Basque 
Studies, for example, initiated and continues its “Ikasi” program which is week-long workshop on 
Basque culture.  The Cenarrusa Center sponsors several workshops as well as does the Basque 
Educational Organization.  Meanwhile, the Society of Basque Studies publishes an annual journal.  
We need to go back and forth on this bridge between the worlds of recreation and education. 
     The Basque Government is also actively supporting efforts to educate.  Their annual 
Gaztemundu program offers young Basques an opportunity to travel to the Basque Country to 
learn about the world there, and also to participate in workshops about better educating youth in 
Basque dance, culture, etc.  There is also an endeavor underway to create a flow of Basque 

instructors who could come over for a few weeks or a 
couple of months to work with local Basque 
communities to teach things like Basque dance, 
Euskara, music, etc.   
     So in the months ahead, look for more information 
coming from NABO about how we can work together 
to create and sustain viable programs for the 
recreation and education of our youth.  Goazen 
elkarrekin aurrera!   
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NABO FACILITATOR WORK SCHEDULE 

It is important for a position such as this that all parties be cognizant of the schedule of 
tasks.  This way 1) the delegates are aware of what is to be expected and when, 2) the 
Basque Government knows what is being done with the money granted and 3)and the 
facilitator has a clear list of tasks to complete.  The following are not definitive; items can 
be added & subtracted as the need arises. 
 
 
February 2006:  San Francisco 
___ Hizketa 16:1 NABO Newsletter 
___ Hurbil Zaitez Mesedez:  Membership drive 
poster sample 
___ Euskararen Eguna :  instructors workshop 
___ Euskararen Eguna:  dinner celebration 
___ BOGA guide sample:  H.A.B.E. 
___ Initiate the “Youth Director” network 
___ Initiate the Basque Dance CD project 
___ Initiate the NABO Delegates handbook 
___ Initiate the club newsletter editor network 
___ Initiate the Ikerzaileak (researchers) network 
___ Initiate Elkar Ezagutzea 
 
 
July 2006:  Buffalo 
___ Hizketa 16:2 NABO Newsletter  
___ Udaleku (Elko):  co-director 
___ Kantari Eguna (Elko): Collaborator 
___ Cenarrusa Ctr Basque Studies:  week workshop 
___ Barnetegia model (with Udaleku) 
___ Completed Basque Dance CD project 
___ Hi ere dantzari DVD:  sample 
___ NABO Delegates handbook sample 
___ BOGA guide completed for level 1 
 
 
October 2006:  Gardnerville 
___ Hizketa 16:3 NABO Newsletter 
___ Election of NABO Facilitator (if funded again) 
___ Hi ere dantzari DVD completed 
___ Hi ere kantari songbook:  sample 
___ Bertsolaritza exposition & concert 
___ Youth Director Workshop 
___ NABO Delegates handbook completed 
 

 
All the while: 
___ Astero:  weekly email news bulletin 
___ Basque Studies Prgoram:  Bakersfield 
___ Assist with Basque Government grants 
___ Irakasleak:  coordinate teaching workshops 
___ Ikerzaleak:  assist Basque researchers network; 
in conjunction with Andres Irujo & Journal of Basque 
Studies 
___ Artistak:  coordinate visiting entertainers 
___ Assist w/ guide for playing trikitixa & tambourine 
___ Develop & distribute educational powerpoints 
___ Sampling fine Rioja wines 
___ Assist with Kantuketan exhibition/tour 
___ Respond to email inquiries 
___ Assist with plans for upcoming International 
Congress 
___ Regular communications with the BG 
___ Regular communication with NABO officers 
___ Assist chairpersons (when requested) 
___ Working on completion of Hi ere kantari 
___ Working on completion of Hi ere dantzari 
___ Eating chorizos regularly 
___ Assist with Youth Director network 
___ Assist with NABO website updates 
___ Assist local Euskara teachers 
___ Maintain the euskara.us website 
___ Assist with NABO communicator network 
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NABO Sustatzailea/Facilitator current collaboration with NABO members 
If a NABO member contacts me, I will do what I can to assist them.  Below are those who have 
contacted me and with whom I am currently collaborating. Contact me at info@euskara.us  

 
SOUTH & EAST NORTH 
 ID--Boise:  Museum

 Collaborating on the Kantuketan exhibit CA--Chino
 Collaborating on the Basque photo exhibit  Club secretary 
 Collaborating on the Basque dance music 

resource center 
 Moving tables & chairs 
 Collaborating in their Euskara program  

CA--Bakersfield Collaborating in their Euskara program 
  Collaborating in their Euskara program 
ID--Boise:  Club  

A--Los Angeles Contacted about sharing musicians with Reno & 
Buffalo  

C 
CA--Southern California

 
ID--Gooding

 Collaborating with their annual festival 
 
CA--Ventura County Collaborating in their Euskara program 

 
ID--Mountain Home 
ID--Oinkari Dancers

 Collaborating with their annual festival 
 
NV--Las Vegas

 Collaborating with their special April 
performance 

 Collaborating with their annual festival 
 

 Collaborating with their 50th anniversary 
celebration 

NY--New York  
NY--Society of Basque Studies

  Editor of their annual journal 
OR--Ontario  

 Collaborating in their Euskara program  
 CENTRAL 
WY--Buffalo  

 Collaborating in arranging the visiting European 
band 

CA--Susanville
NV--Center of Basque Studies 
NV--Battle Mountain 
NV--Elko

 Collaborating in their Euskara program 
 
WY--Rock Springs  Collaborating with Udaleku 

 Collaborating in their Euskara program  Collaborating with Kantari Eguna 
  Collaborating in their Euskara program 
  

NV--WinnemuccaWEST 
  Collaborating in their 2007 Convention plans 
CA--Fresno 
CA--Los Banos 
CA--Marin Sonoma 
CA--San Francisco:  Anaitasuna 
CA--San Francisco:  Basque Club 
CA--San Francisco:  Cultural Center  

 
NV--Gardnerville 
NV--Reno

 Announcing at their festival this summer 

 Collaborating with Euskararen Eguna 
 Collaborating in bringing over musicians 
 Collaborating in their Euskara program 
 Collaborating in their Euskara program 

 
WA--Seattle

 Collaborating in their Euskara program 
 

 
UT--Salt Lake

 Collaborating in their Euskara program 
 

 

http://www.geocities.com/ontario_basque_club/
http://www.basqueclub.com/
http://www.sfbasque.org/
http://seattleeuskal.org/
http://idt.net/%7Eeuzetny/
http://www.basque.ws/
http://basque.unr.edu/
http://basque.unr.edu/reno_festival.htm
http://members.aol.com/utahbasq/
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2006 NABO Grant Request Submitted to the Basque Government 

 
Three are 150 Basque organizations that registered with the Basque Government and 
are thus eligible to apply for grants.  From that number, usually 100 organizations submit 
grant proposals.   
     This last year the grant form was provided in English, but note that grant applications 
must be written in either Basque or Spanish, and the deadline when announced is firm 
(e.g., for 2006 was February 8th).  There are two categories of grants that include 
structural, infrastructure, equipment, etc. and cultural events/activities. 
 

 
 

CONCEPTO / 
KONTZEPTUA

 
COSTE TOTAL 

/ GUZTIZKO 
KOSTUA 
(EURO) 

Total cost in 
Euros 

 
SUBVENCIÓN 
SOLICITADA / 
ESKATUTAKO 

DIRULAGUNTZA 
Total being 

requested from the 
Basque Govenment 

 
INGRESOS 
PROPIOS / 

DIRU 
SARRERA 
PROPIOAK 
What your 

organization is 
prepared to 

pay 

 
OTRAS AYUDAS / 

BESTELAKO 
DIRULANTZAK 
Other sources of 
financial support 

that you´re 
anticipating 

Gastos en 
infraestructura y 
Equipamiento / 
Azpiegitura eta 
ekipamendu 
gastuak      

Gastos 
corrientes y de 
organización de 
programas o 
actividades / 
Ohiko gastuak 
eta programak 
eta jarduerak 
antolatzeko 
gastuak  

1. Udaleku 
20.000 euro 
2. Bidaiak: 
5.950 euro 
3. Sustatzailea: 
18.058 euro 
4. I.A. Biltzarra: 
6.000 euro 
5. Gazte biltzarra
6.500 euro 
6. Pilota: 
4.000 euro 
7. Urazandi liburu
5.960 euro 
 

1. Udaleku 
8041 euro 
2. Bidaiak: 
4.950 euro 
3. Sustatzailea: 
18.058 euro 
4. I.A. Biltzarra: 
3.716 euro 
5. Gazte biltzarra: 
4.143 euro 
6. Pilota: 
2.475 euro 
7. Urazandi liburu 
5960 euro 
 

1. Udaleku 
2.000 euro 
2. Bidaiak: 
1.000 euro 
3. Sustatzailea: 
0 euro 
4. I.A. Biltzarra: 
0 euro 
5. Gazte biltzarra
0 euro 
6. Pilota: 
1.525 euro 
7. Urazandi liburu
0 euro 
 

1. Udaleku 
9959 euro 
2. Bidaiak: 
0 euro 
3. Sustatzailea: 
0 euro 
4. I.A. Biltzarra: 
2.284 euro 
5. Gazte biltzarra: 
2357 euro 
6. Pilota: 
0 euro 
7. Urazandi liburu 
0 euro 
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REGISTRATION OF NABO MEMBERS WITH THE BASQUE GOVERNMENT 
 
MEMBER                          list of directors 
       Facility information 
          List of Activities 
              Contact info 
              Registered members 
Central Region 
ZAZPIAK BAT BASQUE 
CLUB (Reno, Nevada) SI/BAI EZ/NO EZ/NO SI/BAI NO/EZ 
ELKO EUSKALDUNAK CLUB 
(Elko, Nevada) SI/BAI NO/EZ NO/EZ SI/BAI SI/BAI 
MENDIKO EUSKALUNDA 
(Gardnerville, Nevada) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI NO/EZ 
BATTLE MOUNTAIN 
(Battle Mountain, Nevada) NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ 
COLORADOKO EUSKAL 
ETXEA (Denver, Colorado) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
EUSKO ETXEA NEW YORK 
(Brooklyn, New York) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
SOCIETY OF BASQUE 
STUDIES IN AMERICA 
(Brooklyn, New York) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
SUSANVILLE BASQUE CLUB NO NO NO NO NO 
CENTER FOR BASQUE 
STUDIES 
(Reno, Nevada) NO NO NO NO NO 
BATTLE MOUNTAIN  
(Battle Mountain, Nevada) NO NO NO NO NO 
WINNEMUCCA 
(opted not to register)      

 
Western Region 
FRESNO BASQUE CLUB 
(Fresno, California) SI/BAI NO/EZ NO/EZ SI/BAI NO/EZ 
LOS BANOS BASQUE 
CCLUB NO NO NO NO  NO 
MARIN-SONOMA 
(Novato, California) NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ 
SEATTLE EUSKAL ETXEA 
(Seattle, Washington) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
ANAITASUNA BASQUE 
CLUB 
(San Francisco, California) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
BASQUE CLUB OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
(San Francisco, California) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
BASQUE CULTURAL 
CENTER (San Francisco, 
California) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
BASQUE EDUCATION ORG. 
(San Francisco, CA) NO NO NO NO NO 
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Northern Region 
BASQUE MUSEUM 
&CULTURAL CENTER 
(Boise, Idaho) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
CENARRUSA CENTER FOR 
BASQUE STUDIES, INC. 
(Boise, Idaho) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
EUZKALDUNAK, INC 
(Boise, Idaho) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
OINKARI BASQUE 
DANCERS (Boise, Idaho) SI/BAI NO/EZ SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
MOUNTAIN HOME 
(Mountain Home, Idaho) SI/BAI NO/EZ NO/EZ SI/BAI NO/EZ 
UTAH BASQUE CLUB (Salt 
Lake City, Utah) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
GOODING BASQUE 
(Gooding, Idaho) NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ 
ONTARIO BASQUE CLUB 
(Ontario, Oregon) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
TXOKO ONA, INC 
(Homedale, Idaho) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
ALKARTASUNA 
(Rock Springs, Wyoming) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 
BIG HORN BASQUE CLUB 
(Buffalo, Wyoming) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI 

 
Southern Region:  
LAGUN ONAK 
(Las Vegas, Nevada)  SI/BAI NO/EZ SI/BAI SI/BAI NO/EZ 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
BASQUE CLUB 
(Ontario, California) NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ 
VENTURA BASQUE CLUB 
(Thousand Oaks, California) NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ 
KERN COUNTY BASQUE 
CLUB (Bakersfield, California) SI/BAI NO/EZ NO/EZ SI/BAI SI/BAI 
CHINO BASQUE CLUB 
(Chino, California) NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ SI/BAI 
LOS ANGELES OBERENA  
(Downey, California) SI/BAI NO/EZ NO/EZ SI/BAI NO/EZ 

 
 
MIAMI (not in NABO) SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI SI/BAI NO/EZ 
PORTLAND (Inactive) NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ 
SPOKANE (Inactive) NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ NO/EZ 
WINNEMUCCA (Not 
registered)      
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Initial contact list of Basque dance groups 

(Provided by Jaialdi 2005 organizers) 
 

Group Contact Person 

Luhartz - Durango, Bizkaia, Spain Rafa Iriondo - rafa@luhartz.com 

Oinkari Basque Dancers - Boise, Idaho Jill Aldape - jillalda@sarmc.org 

Boise'ko Gazteak - Boise, Idaho Linda Barinaga - lroseyB@aol.com 

Biotzetik Basque Choir - Boise, Idaho Al Erquiaga - averquiaga@hotmail.com 

Txantxangorriak - Boise, Idaho Ana Mendiola - mendi@spro.net 

Caldwell'eko Eusko Dantzariak - Caldwell, Idaho Gloria Lejardi - lejardi@widaho.net 

Etxeko Gazteak - Mountain Home, Idaho Jose Ibaibarriaga - basquedancers2003@msn.com 
Beti Alai Dancers (Ontario Basque Club) - 
Ontario, Oregon Maria Tipton - rmtipton@cableone.net 
Zenbat Gara Euskal Dantzari Taldea - Reno, 
Nevada Lisa Corcostegui - corcostegui@charter.net 
Battle Mountain Oberenak Dancers - Battle 
Mountain, Nevada Kris Itza - kditza@hotmail.com 
Big Horn Basque Club Dancers - Buffalo, 
Wyoming Trinity Rodriguez - mrodriguez@wyoming.com 

Gauden Bat Basque Dancers - Chino, California Jeanette Duhart - kakkles@aol.com 

Bakersfield - Bakersfield, California Kristie Onaindia - kikimuxu@aol.com 

Utah'ko Triskalriak - Salt Lake City, Utah Cristina Sangroniz - csangroniz@hotmail.com 

San Francisco - San Francisco, California Valerie Etcharren - etcharren@msn.com 

Elko Arinak Dancers - Elko, Nevada Anita Anacabe - elkoanacabe@frontiernet.net 
Ibar Izarrak Euskal Dantza Taldea - Las Vegas, 
Nevada Argia Beristain - ilargia@cox.net 

Colorado Euskal Etxea - Colorado Michael Matassa-michael@coloradoeuskaletxea.com 
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Hi ere dantzari 

“You too a dancer” 

An instructional DVD for 
people who would like to 
take part when the band 

starts playing for everyone 
to dance.  

 

 
Hi ere dantzari—Basque dance DVD.  Like the problem with 
Basque song where people simply don’t know how to do it, we 
are experiencing the same when it comes to Basque dances.  I 
am not talking about Basque folk dance groups that perform—
that is a separate matter that NABO has addressed with dance 
instructor workshops, etc.  I’m talking about the night-time 
dance when a Basque band is playing and people are sitting 
around not dancing because many of them don’t know what to 
do.  This DVD is for them—hence in English “You too a 
dancer.”   
     Basque dances as we know them in America were 
commenced by immigrant Basques that brought with them not 
only specific Basque dances (e.g., the fandango/jota) but also 
adopted forms of dance that include the waltz, polka, etc.  The 
problem is that the former requires specific instruction and now 
our culture has transformed and the dance style is no longer 
the same; i.e., most young people don’t learn how to waltz or 
the swing anymore.  The DVD will contain a step-by-step 
breakdown of basic steps.  There will also be an audio portion 
for people to play and practice with.   
     It will contain a handful of Basque specific dances (e.g., 
jauziak, fandango/jota) but also how to waltz, polka, etc.  Let’s 
get more people dancing.  The more we dance together, the 
more fun we have.  The more fun we have, the more we enjoy 
Basque events.  The more we enjoy Basque events ….  
Collaborators:  Enrike & Lisa Corcostegui & Jenny Ysursa 

 
PROPOSED DANCES

Fandango:  Mendiola
Arin arin:  Mendiola

Zazpi Jauziak-Walking 
Zazpi Jauziak-Jumping

Hegi-Walking
Hegi-Jumping  

Lantzeko ihauteria  
Waltz
Zartai

Polka Pik
Polka

Kontra dantza
Benafarroako martxa

Shottish
Courinta

Tango  
Pasadoble 

Kalejira  
Tamborrada

Txulalai
Swing 
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Hi ere kantari 
Basque songbook for English speakers 

 
Like other aspects of our culture here, Basque singing is at a crucial juncture.  Basque 
song can often still be heard at our various gatherings, but it is only a handful of people 
who can actively take part because few can recall all the lyrics.  Inevitability, most 
singing sessions includes a good portion of "la-la-la" when the words escape us.  An 
interest in Basque singing endures, especially at events as the annual "Kantari Eguna," 
but it is important that we make an effort to reach those interested people with 
something that can help them to better take part in the festivities.  With the "Hi ere 
kantari" songbook, more of us can learn the words and tunes of popular Basque songs.  
Everyone can be transformed into a participant at Basque sing-alongs. 
 
Our proposed project, therefore, would consist of several parts:   

• Identification of each song--author and recorded version 
• a one paragraph English introduction for each song 
• the accompanying sheet music for each song 
• an accompanying compact disc with a short portion of each song to quickly 

familiarize the listener with the tune. 
 
As those who attended the dinner following the Winnemucca meeting know, there is 
something quite special—and energizing—about singing together.  Now that this is my 
job, I aim to finally complete a project I initiated years ago.  Yes singing in Basque has 
declined in recent times, but that doesn’t mean that we can’t try to bring it back.  I 
believe that a good many like singing in Basque, but many just don’t know the words.  
That is what this project aims to remedy.  Let’s see if we can’t create more Basque 
singers—Hi ere kantari means “You too a singer”—all the while promoting Euskara.  
 
Collaborators:  Darrin Schuck, Joseba Etxarri & various guest singers/musicians 
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Bertsolaritiza 
Shooting from the Lip 

(a.k.a. “What are they talking about!?”) 
 
NABO recently published the book Shooting from the Lip and the sales are stagnant.  
With an eye on getting these moving again while promoting Euskara, what is envisioned 
is the creation of a program that would provide an overview of the art for the outsider 
and non-Basque speaker.  We would profile three or four famous bertsolari of the past 
(so it is not an actual bertsolariza exhibition where verses are spontaneously improvised) 
by providing the context of the songs with the singing of their famous verses with 
simultaneous English lyrics on a screen.  
 
The objective is to educate the audience about this art form all the while, making it an 
enjoyable and entertaining experience.   
 
Colaborators:  Begona Echeverria, Marianne Etcheverria, Mike & Jeanette Bidart, 
Andrea & Mikel Oteiza 
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NABO 

Communications
 

 
A central concern of our federation is to clearly communicate information so as to allow 
members assess to useful resources and opportunities.  The more we network, the 
better off we will be. 
  
Astero-weekly NABO updates.  A good 
many of us are inundated with Basque n
and information in multiple languages, while 
others are basically incommunicado.  NABO
could also benefit from sending out 
consistent information.  I propose this be 
done on a weekly basis, and the facilitator 
would go through and filter/streamline/condense information and post only one or two 
items a week on the Internet. 

ew

 

s 

   Options of where to post the weekly updates online (emails would be sent subscribers 
for free) include:  nabo.us, basque.us or basqueheritage.com 
 
 
 

HIZKETA
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hizketa / newsletter network.  Hizketa is the North American Basque Organizations' tri-
annual newsletter.  The title  HIZKETA--Basque for conversation-- expresses our aim:  to 
promote and encourage greater conversation and communication on matters of shared 
interest among all of our Basque communities.  N.A.B.O. provides all member clubs with 
a master copy and asks that they print copies and distribute them to their membership.  
Additional information can be made available via the Internet.  Furthermore, the aim is 
also to create a network of newsletter editors to share information and ideas. 
 
Collaborators:  NABO member newsletter editors. 
 
 
 

 

http://www.basques.us/astero.htm
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Elkar Ezagutzea 
“Knowing One Another” 

 
A while ago we began with member organizations making brief presentations about what 
they were doing at present.  One great asset derived from this was a way to get 
acquainted; a second was to also get some good ideas about what might work 
elsewhere.  The proposal is two-fold:  to become better acquainted on a macro-level (i.e, 
clubs getting to know other clubs) and also at the micro level (i.e., members within each 
club getting to know their fellow members better).   Accordingly, a questionnaire can be 
fashioned to inquire about what NABO members have and what they need.  In that way, 
we can find out more about each other and also how NABO might be able to assist.  We 
can also make available a model for use by each club if they want to go about better 
introducing fellow members. 
 
Collaboration of local clubs in filling out the survey form, and someone at the grass-roots 
to carry forward local efforts. 
 
NABO Member form enclosed in this booklet 
 
 
Sample form to gather information from your own local community: 
 

ELKAR EZAGUTZEA  “Knowing One Another” 
We now have upwards of 130 full, associate and honorary club 
members, but do we know each other? Do we know one 
another’s families?  So we’re going to start the creation of a 
photo board for the clubhouse that will list all of our members 
and their immediate family.  This will be accompanied by a p
as well.  If you have a preferred digital photo of you (& your 
family), please send that photo as an attachment to:  

info@basques.us    Otherwise, Charlene Azkarate Perdew & Jenny Ysursa will be there 
taking photos during club events.  To get this started, we’ll need each member to fill out 
and return this form to the club or mail it to our PO Box 1080, Chino, CA  91710.  As 
soon as we start getting some of these in, we’ll construct the display board.  Don’t you 
think it’s time to better ELKAR EZAGUTZEA?  Thanks for your participation! 

hoto 

 
 
Member’s Name: _________________________________________________  
Member’s Birthplace: _______________________________________ 
City where member lives now: _________________________________  Member’s 
Birthday (Month/day/year optional):  _________________________ 
Member’s spouse (if applicable): _______________________________    
Phone number (optional):   (          )  ________ - ______________ 
Member’s child(ren) (if applicable): ___________________________________ 
Member—languages spoken (circle):     English     Basque     Spanish      French       
Other: __________________________ 
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Club Communicators 

 
Years ago NABO endeavored to create a network of individuals with computers who would serve 
as the one, consistent contact person for NABO communications.  While our general email list as 
grown, our club network as eroded over the years where some are not in the email loop.  The 
proposal is to strengthen this and bring more clubs back online by establishing once again a 
minimum of one person from each member organization to serve as the communicator (clearly, 
more names can be included in the general email list—the point is to make sure that at least one 
person is getting the information to the right people).  Once again, having a club communicator 
does not mean this person has to do everything that comes their way, but at least they the move 
the information along to the right person or interested parties. 
 
 
 

NABO Delegates Guide 
 
For the new and old NABO delegate, 
the all-in-one self-help manual for 
getting the most out of NABO 
meetings.  Topics include: 

• How many times does a 
motion have to be made? 

• How to host a NABO meeting 
and/or NABO Convention 

• Is the break really for only 15 
minutes? 

• Why do the same people 
always talk? 

All this and more after a select sub-
committee finishes its first draft for 
final approval by the delegates.  Then 
it will be made available in both hard 
copy form and online.  No more will a 
NABO delegate be lost in NABO 
space. 
> Proposal:  split the meeting into two 
parts.  Before lunch is an overview of 
all items; after lunch is for sub-
committee work & for those who want 
to engage in a more detailed 
discussion. 
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NABO “HURBIL ZAITEZ MESEDEZ” CAMPAIGN 

NABO support materials for local club membership drives 
 

 

 
 
Problem one:  most clubs/organizations have only limited members.  Problem two—most self 
defined Basque are not members of any Basque organization at all. 
 
Ninety percent of self-defined Basques in the U.S. do not join Basque organizations.  That is what 
NABOs initiative aims to address.  Now small numbers have never stopped the Basques from 
making an impression, so yes quality can trump quantity but you do reach a point where no 
amount of quality can keep a small boat (and Basques are in relation to the numbers of other 
groups) afloat if the waves grow too large.   
 
The Basque-American community is undergoing a generational transition.  The last major wave of 
Basque immigration here to America ended a generation ago, and now their children and 
grandchildren are the ones who will decide  if and how Basque culture will endure here.   Now is 
the time to re-affirm our will:  Euskaldun bizi nahia—our will to live as Basque.  So let the word go 
out, in Euskara:  HURBIL ZAITEZ MESEDEZ!  Please join us and come closer.   
 
With the creation of posters and flyers, we hope to convey the message that we want more 
people to join our efforts to promote the Basque heritage.  These will be made available to clubs 
to assist them if they wish to go ahead with a membership drive.  Each will have a blank area 
where each organization can customize its contact information. 
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Etorkizunaren 
Arduraduna 
 
“Youth Director” 

 

 
 
Our Basque future in the United States will be determined within the next 15-20 years.  A new 
generation—American born—will now decide how and if our Basque heritage will endure in 
America. 
     Accordingly, it is clear that the time is now to begin making plans for making this transition.  
The key will be how well we are able to transmit Basque culture to future generations of Basque-
Americans.  It is therefore crucial that we create a viable program that can network together, to 
make this a fruitful transition.   
     We are requesting that each NABO member appoint a youth director who would serve as the 
club’s contact for the communicating information and resources.  Just as many clubs have a 
person in charge of their local mus tournament, picnic, etc., we hope to create a network of youth 
directors in most all of our NABO organizations.  This coordinated effort would seek to share 
resources (e.g., ideas, music, pictures,  videos etc.)  If something you are doing works well, you 
could share this to help other communities.  NABO would help to distribute resources as well.  In 
the end we are all involved for the same reasons:  we want to instill the importance of maintaining 
and continuing, our heritage in our children, after all they are the future. 
 
Suggested Youth Director Responsibilities: (whatever would apply to your community) 

• Oversee dance groups and their instructors, for example, helping to coordinate the 
scheduling picnic performances and offer assistance and/or give suggestions on 
costumes, age appropriate dances, and opportunities to perform (outside Basque 
gatherings) and share our culture. 

• He/she should be involved with creating additional social gatherings for the children, so 
they can bond and create friendships.  For example, in Chino in conjunction with our 
monthly luncheon we had a Halloween party for the children, giving them a chance to get 
together.  Also we plan on having a ihauteria, also in conjunction with a monthly 
luncheon, again a chance for the children to play together and also a way to expose them 
to other parts of our cultural traditions that they otherwise may not be exposed to.  
Another possibility is getting together with another club and doing some kind of activity 
with there youth.  This is a way for the children to meet and again create friendships. 

• He/she could also look to see what classes they may be able to offer the youth in their 
area.  Some examples txistu class, pala, handball, mus, ama eta ni, accordion, euskera 
etc….. This of course would vary depending on what is available to you in your area. 

• He/she should make aware and encourage parents to send their children to Udaleku.  
This is truly one of the greatest programs for our children offered by NABO. 
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  Etorkizunaren arduraduen biltzarra: 
Workshop for Youth Directors here in the U.S. 

 
NABO can play a crucial role in this by facilitating the 
network.  To make it happen, we will need to begin with a 
face-to-face meeting to assemble as many youth directors 
in one place to create a working relationship.   
 
The plan is to assemble these youth directors at an initial 
workshop at which time resources could be introduced and 
distributed.  What is most important, however, is that these 
people become acquainted to forge viable working 

relationships.  These will be the people who will then return to their clubs to promote various 
projects.  This will most likely not be annually gathering because of the difficulties in assembling 
people across long distances, but to commence this crucial network we believe this initial meeting 
is vital. 
 
NABO submitted a grant proposal for this workshop to help provide some funds to facilitate 
people attending.  The date and specifics are TBA.  The workshop would hopefully feature a 
keynote speaker: Juan Antonio Urbeltz, an expert on Basque folklore (see .  He has played a 
pivotal if not the central role in a virtual revolution in the world of Basque dance:  how it is 
prepared, portrayed, presented and understood. 
 
The overall aim of the workshop, like our Euskararen Eguna, is twofold:  1) provide an opportunity 
for club teachers to learn and 2) provide them an opportunity to get acquainted, share ideas and 
energy.  Hopefully each club will go forward with identifying someone who would be willing to 
serve as their youth director, and then NABO can step up to assist these people with resources 
and direction. 
 

 

 

Gaztemundu 
 
The annual Basque Government program for 
Basque youth of the Diaspora.  Last year’s 
version was targeted to instructors with the aim 
of imparting a greater Basque cultural 
awareness via the use of games.  It culminated 
in the publication of a fine book with 
accompanying CD. 
    The call for applications for this year’s camp 
will soon be announced.  It continues to be a 
great opportunity for participants to learn and 
also network with one another. 
    A specific issue to address with this has 
been the follow-through rate of those who have 
participated.  Thirty-five have attended since 
1996, but a look at the names reveals that 
most have not returned and made a 
contribution to their local community or at the 
NABO level.  Something to consider would be 
how we might be able to take better advantage 
of what these people have been able to learn. 
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Erakundea
College institutional connection 

 
The Center for Basque Studies (at UNR) serves 

as our anchor in Nevada, while the Cenarrusa 
Center (at BSU) is now filling that role in Idaho.  

The state with the greatest number of Basques is 
California, and there too we need to see if we can 
establish a college-based foundation.  After Boise 
the next best-known Basque community (in larger 
cities) among their neighbors is Bakersfield.  The 
Kern County Basque Club & CSU Bakersfield are 
about to meet one another to hopefully formulate 

an initiative to create a California anchor for 
Basque studies.  

 
Supplementing these institutions is the work of 

the Basque Education Organization and the 
Society of Basque Studies in America. That way, 

these institutions could share resources and 
more people would benefit, as NABO and our 

local communities would become the 
beneficiaries. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

    

 

 
Ikerzaileak 
Network of Basque 
researchers 
 
The aim is to facilitate in the creation of a 
Basque researchers network.  In 
collaboration with our education 
organizations (above) and Euskosare, this 
network would facilitate such things as 
organizing seminars, submissions for the 
annual Andres Irujo prize (for research on 
Basques in the Americas) and for articles for 
the Journal of Basque Studies.   
 
If NABO pursues the formula of recreation + 
education, this network will be of much 
assistance.   These researchers would 
provide added substance to our efforts to 
better educate our communities about the 
Basques. 
 

 

http://www.cenarrusa.org/default.asp
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NABO’s promotion of the Basque Language 
 
Euskara is an endangered language.  Generally, any language that is spoken by less than a 
million people today is in danger of soon disappearing.  Even generous estimates of the number 
of Basque speakers leaves the number well below this mark.   
 
According to the last U.S. census, approximately 58,000 Americans self-defined as Basques.  We 
are  undergoing a generational transition as our Basque community no longer receives a 
substantial infusion of Basque immigrants.  Now their descendants will decide if and how Basque 
culture will endure here in America.  Specifically, the issue here is will the Basque language 
survive in the U.S.?  It is this issue that NABO has recently actively engaged and resolved to 
answer affirmatively.  First a look back at where we are coming from in relation to Euskara, and 
then a look at how we hope to continue on that road.   
 
In English we use the word Basque to describe both a people and a language.  This is derived 
from the French variation (the Spanish is vasco) of “Eusk.” In their own language—Euskara—
Basques refer to themselves as Euskaldunak.  This is one of the rare instances of a people 
defining themselves by their language.  Euskotar, for example,  means ethnic Basque and can be 
applied to any Basque whereas Euskalduna is specific to those who speak Basque.   
 
Being Basque is all about the language.  Literally.  In an Idaho Statesman article during the 
Jaialdi celebration in July, Diana Lachiondo, 24, a native Boisean who didn't learn the Basque 
language until after her first year of college, stated that ‘Euskalduna,' the word that identifies you 
as a Basque person, literally means 'He or she who holds the Basque language,' " Lachiondo 
says. "It's this important element that sets us apart."  Lachiondo immersed herself in the language 
for several months at an immersion program in the Basque country where students live, play and 
learn completely in Basque.  Last spring, Lachiondo put those skills to use, teaching the language 
at Boise State University while the school searched for a permanent Basque language teacher. 
 
Lachiondo learned to speak Batua, or unified Basque, the version of the language established 
about 20 years ago to preserve the language as an integral part of Basque heritage.  "Without the 
language, the culture is kind of neutered," says Lachiondo.   
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Where does Euskara come from?  According to the late Larry Trask, an Euskara specialist, it 
doesn't really "come from" anywhere -- it's just been there for a very long time.  The ancestral 
form of Basque was introduced into western Europe long, long ago -- at least thousands of years 
ago, and maybe even tens of thousands of years ago. Nobody knows. All the other modern 
languages of western Europe arrived much later.  
 
Is Basque related to any other language?  No responds Trask. The relatives that Basque once 
had have died out without a trace. Basque absolutely cannot be shown to be related to any other 
language at all.  Trask declares that some people will try to tell you differently, but they don't 
know what they're talking about, and the great majority of them don't even know anything about 
Basque.  
 
The first book written in Euskara was by Bernard Etxepare in 1545.  In it he included this plea:  
 

 
 
Euskara, euskara, jalgi hadi kanpora, 
Euskara, euskara, jalgi hadi plazara, 
Euskara, euskara, jalgi hadi dantzara, 
Euskara, euskara, jalgi hadi mundu guztira! 
 
“Let’s take Euskara out,  
to the plaza, dancing,  
and to the whole world.” 
 
From Etxepare’s 1545 book Linguae Vasconum 
Primi 
 

 
 
 
Now that we understand that NABO is an uztarri / yoke (see related story page 1), the effort to 
maintain Euskara here in America will ultimately succeed of fail based on what happens at the 
local level.  NABO’s role then is to provide support and resources.  Therefore, NABO has 
formulated a three-point program to keep Euskara alive here in the United States that includes: 
 

     IKUSGARRI: Visible 
     BIDERAGARRI: Viable 

     BIZIGARRI: Vital 
 
The first aim is to sustain and grow the visibility of Euskara.  Current efforts include the annual 
Kantari Eguna, Euskara masses, promotional materials, dance instruction in Euskara, Euskara at 
Udaleku, etc.  A new effort includes establishing our first EUSKARAREN EGUNA or “Day of 
Basque.”  This will be celebrated in conjunction with San Francisco Basque Cultural Center’s 
anniversary & NABO meeting, Friday, February 17th.  Visit www.euskara.us for more details as 
this is being finalized. 
 
Learning a second language is a challenge on various levels.  Accordingly, we need to 
develop/promote various learning options.  Some of these include existing college credit courses 
(some online) and study abroad programs being offered at the University of Nevada, Reno and 
Boise State University.  Then for the self-motivated, there is plenty of material to assist you.  
There are also options to learn the language while living in the Basque country.  NABO is 
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primarily involved in the effort to support local Basque clubs in their efforts to create their own 
classes.  They are receiving material support from NABO and the Basque Government, primarily 
via the computer software program BOGA which is a marvelous tool to assist in the learning of 
Euskara.  This coupled with periodic gatherings to practice together face-to-face we hope will be 
a winning formula.  These options are detailed on the website www.euskara.us   
Euskara is vital to Basque identity.  As we have seen, Euskaldun means one who has Basque or 
speaker of Basque.  That is the message we need to make visible.  This is why we need to make 
it viable to learn and keep learning the language.   

The effort to promote Euskara (the Basque language) here in the United States will require that 
we move on several fronts at the same time.  One thrust will be to introduce the language to 
young kids (pre-schoolers) in weekly or so gatherings with games and activities in Basque.  A 
second aim is to more effectively reach teenagers; this ties into NABOs Udaleku program.  Then 
there are also the adult learners.   

We need a greater general awareness of the central role of the language in our culture.   To 
accomplish this, we need to develop a campaign to make more people aware of the language 
and also the new opportunities to learn it.  This is what has been--and is being done--in the 
Basque country with various campaigns and programs.  I looked at some of those but the 
phrases and concepts wouldn't work as well here.  So we thought we'd borrow from a local idea:  
"Got Basque?"  

Clearly this isn't an original idea since it is patterned off the Got Milk? 
ads, but that does us a service because most folks already grasp the 
concept of the ad.  Going with this phrase accomplishes several 
things--first it's eye catching and already self-explanatory.  Second, it 
perfectly defines what "euskaldun" means which is one who has 
Euskara or Basque.  So "Got Basque" is actually a pretty accurate 
definition although the grammar in English is a bit strained ("Do you 
have Basque?" isn't quite as catchy).  Finally, just like needing to have 
milk with cookies, it conveys the concept of the desirability of 
having Euskara with the culture. 

The design above makes prominent several things:  the "Got Basque?" phrase; NABO & HABE's 
partnership in this venture; the call to start learning; the website to consult for more information 
and the meaning Euskaldun in English along with the Basque phrase: "Don't you know that it is 
Euskara that makes us Euskaldun?"  

Visit our website at www.euskara.us for more information. 
 

        "Kinku” 
 
Collaborators will be local Basque instructors who will be the crucial element in making this 
campaign a success. 

 

 

http://www.euskara.us/
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Day of Celebration of the Basque Language 

Workshop at the S.F. Basque Cultural Center with presentations by: 
> Kinku Zinkunegi on the BOGA program & the prototype of a teacher's manual 
> Idoya Urruty with highlights of SF's "Goizeko Eskola" program for kids 
> Axun Azurza with highlights of Boise's Ikastola program for kids 
> Jenny Ysursa regarding the teaching method known as TPRS 
> Open forum where people share what has worked for them, etc (as we get more suggestions 
and requests). 

7:00 Dinner.  There will be a Basque Family Style meal to follow the workshop for all the Euskara 
fans.  Followed by Entertainment featuring: 
> Bertsolaritza exhibition by the winners of the 2003 National Heritage Fellowships 
> Performance by the group NOKA, from Chino, CA 
> Dance music by ADARTZA Taldea, from Euskal Herria 

  

Attending the workshop: 

CALIFORNIA: San Francisco Philippe Acheritogaray & Idoya Urruty 
CALIFORNIA: Chino John Ysursa & Jenny Ysursa 
CALIFORNIA: Bakersfield Txomin Minaberrigarai 
COLORADO: Denver Mary Anne Matassa & Will Villanueva 
IDAHO:  Homedale Gloria Lejardi 
IDAHO:  Boise Axun Azurza & Sam Snodgrass 
IDAHO:  Mountain Home Gina Gridley 
NEVADA:  Elko Anita Franzoia 
OREGON: Ontario Lisa Corcostegui 
UTAH:  Salt Lake City Nancy Trevino & Mary Gaztambide 
WYOMING: Rock Springs Martin Goicoechea & Veronica Goicoechea 
EUSKADI Josu Legarreta & Kinku Zinkunegi 
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Ipar-Amerikako 1. Biltzarra 

First North American Basque Summit 
 
NABO took on its name decades ago with the hope of embracing Basque entities 
throughout all of North America and not just the United States.  Unfortunately, we have 
yet to realize that goal.  
    The proposal here is to initiate our first every summit of Basque organizations in North 
America.  Representatives from organizations in Mexico [2 delegates], Canada [2 from 
Vancouver & 2 from Montreal] and the United States will meet in person to explore 
possibilities of doing more things together and perhaps joining together as a true 
federation of North America. 
     The meeting will be hosted by the Chino Basque Club in conjunction with their annual 
festival Labor Day weekend. 
 
 
 

Diaspora & Eusko 
Jaurlaritza 

 
Communications with the 

world-wide Basque 
Diaspora & the Basque 

Country 
 

 
NABO aims to continue improving its means of communicating with world-wide Basque 
Diaspora and the Basque Country.  There are over 150 Basque clubs around the world.  
In the Basque Country we have maintained a beneficial working relationship with the 
Basque Government, in particular the director of communications with Basque 
organizations in the Diaspora Josu Legarreta and his assistant Benan Oregi. 
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Euskal Artistak 
Shared tours of Basque performers 

 
The Basque Government has created a special fund to send over Basque performers for a tour of 
two or more Basque communities.  The objective is to 1) help to animate our Basque community 
with something out-of-the-ordinary, and 2) reveal some of the new artists and their works.  These 
performers are not necessarily the bands, for example, that we like to have perform at our local 
picnics.  
 
In the past, this included a tour of the group “Kukai” that put on a splendid show entitled “1937” 
that brought to life the story of the exiled Basque children during the Spanish Civil War.  They 
were all well received in the communities in which they performed, and they left an ongoing 
energy that goes a long way in maintaining a vibrant Basque community. 
 
The hope is to continue with this venture.  Several Basque clubs need to work together to 
coordinate this.  The performers are not paid a performance fee—they come over with the 
understanding that they travel, room and board are covered.  While the Basque Government 
provides funds for travel, each host community is responsible for arranging a performance, 
lodging and feeding the performers while they are there.  Then after a few days, they move on to 
the next Basque community. 
 

 
 

 
Kukai:  “1937” 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Tapia eta Leturia 

 
 
 

Mikel Urdangarin & 
Kirmen Uribe 
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Irakasleak 
Visiting Basque instructors 

 
If we aim to follow through on the goal of perpetuating our Basque heritage by fusing recreation 
with education, we stand to gain much from periodic seminars, workshops and presentations.  
The Basque Government is willing to make available various Basque instructors who could come 
over for a brief tour or extended stay of several months to work with our local Basque 
communities. 

 
NABO repeatedly receives inquiries from European Basques with fine 
credentials in Basque folklore, language, music, etc.  The aim would 
be to create a pipeline wherein interested communities could arrange, 
for example, for someone to live among them for several months 
while they taught Euskara, dance, pilota, etc. in the local community.  
They would not necessarily receive a salary—their compensation 
would be travel expenses plus room and board.  This would be a 
great asset to most communities:  having someone from Europe 
ready and willing to help us learn more. 
 
A variation on this would be periodic speakers that would tour.  One 
such example being proposed is Juan Antonio Urbeltz (at left), an 
acknowledged expert in the world of Basque folklore.  We are hoping 
to have him visit this coming Fall as part of a several city tour where 
he would speak to interested groups.   

 
 

 
Sukaldartiza 
 
Visiting Basque chef workshops 
 

 
Today Basque cuisine stands out as one of the finest in all of Europe.  The Michelin 
restaurant guide, for example, scored more high-end restaurants per capita in the 
Basque country than most anywhere else in Europe.  Food & drink have always played a 
key role in Basque life far beyond mere sustenance.  Their social world revolves around 
meals.   
     With the assistance of the Basque Government, we hope this year to initiate a pilot 
program of having a Basque chef (or two) come here for one week to put on some 
cooking workshops.  This pilot will commence in Bakersfield this summer.  It was initially 
selected because it has a clubhouse with a kitchen for the workshop (one aim is to bring 
people to the club for new events) and the familiarity of Basque cuisine in the community 
there.  If successful, the hope is to reproduce this other Basque communities. 
 
Collaborators:   Basque Government, Kern County Basque Club & NABO  
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Erakusketak 
Exhibition Ideas 

 
The Basque Government is seeking to make available various exhibitions if Basque 
clubs/organizations find them worthwhile.  Two that are presently being offered include: 
 

 
Mikel Arrazola Photos 

The Basque country yesterday & today 
 
This collection of several dozen photographs 
are accompanied with brief explanations in 
English. 
   These photographs, when properly 
displayed, make quite an impression.  They 
reveal the dynamism of the Basque country 
that keeps its traditions alive while embracing 
the future.   
    This exhibit could be prepared so as to 
travel from community to community.   
 

 

  
Kantuketan 

Basque Song Exhibit 
 
There is no formal Basque government in the 
Iparralde (northern Basque country).  Instead, 
there are various cultural organizations including 
the Euskal Kultur Erakundea.   
 
Years ago they put together a very successful 
exhibit on Basque song.  While the original is to 
large to transport here, they have offered to 
assist with a down-sized version that would be 
constructed here to rotate among our various 
communities.  After its tour, it would be housed at 
the Boise Basque Museum on permanent display 
(if space allows). 
 
In collaboration with the Euskal Kultur 
Erakundea, the Basque Government & the Boise 
Basque Musseum 
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Eusko Jaurlaritza 
B  asque Government programs

 
 

 

 
RAZANDI.  NABO is set to be one of the next 
olumes in this ongoing series profiling 

 the San 
rancisco Basque community. 

 
This colorful and informative magaz is 

periodically published by the Basque
Go

about the

U
v
significant Basque organizations and 
communities around the world. 
 
Work is also set to continue with
F
 

ine 
 

vernment providing news and information 
 various Basque communities around 

the world.  

 

 
Basque Film Series. 

 proposal has been put forth to provide 
for viewing in our Basque 

2007 International 
Co

Vitoria-G

Every four
hosts a Congress of Basque organizations 

from

d
s

A
several Basque films 
communities. 
 

ngress of Basque 
Collectives
astiez, Euskadi

 years the Basque Government 

 throughout the Basque Diaspora.  NABO 
will most likely once again send a voting 

elegation of three people.  These three will be 
elected by NABO delegates from a list of 

applicants.  The theme of the Congress will be 
announced soon. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

http://www.sfbasque.org/urazandi/index.htm
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2003 International 
Congress of Basque 
Collectives 
Vitoria-Gastiez, Euskadi 
 
Proposed Initiatives.  The last 
Congress (July 2003) concluded with a list 
of recommendations agreed upon by the 
delegates.  These were to be 
communicated to individual 
clubs/organizations with the hope that a 
good many could be realized. 

 
___ Relations among Basque Club 
___ Data base of members and needs 
___ External marketing of Basques 
___ Assistance for those in financial straits 
___ Diagnostic of each Basque club\ 
___ Shared Membership Cards 
___ Promotion of Euskadi symbols\ 
___ Cultural presentations\ 
___ Udaleku expansion 
___ Sporting contests among clubs 
___ Formation of youth directors 
___ Accords with promotional institutions 
___ Creation of a universal Basque Club logo 
___ Promotion of “Zortzigarren herrialdea” 
___ Celebration of Day of the Basque Diaspora 
___ Creation of “Friends of the Basques” 
organizations 
___ Communication among members 
___ Communication among the youth 
___ Euskal Etxea online 
___ Promotion of the Basque Diaspora in 
Basque Government publications 
___ Sister cities 
___ Seminars, conferences 
___ Promotion of trips to Euskadi for 
professionals and public opinion makers 
___ Transmission of Basque identity: 

 Investigations 
 Urazandi 
 Digitizing data 
 Museum of Basque Immigration 

 

 Genealogy & crest information  
 Expansion of Argentina Euskaraz 
 Euskara online 
 Day of Euskara 
 Support material 

___ Scholarships for study in the Basque 
Country 
___ Information about the University of the 
Basque Country  
___ Interchanges with other Basque 
communities nationally and internationally 
___ Organization of Basque cultural events 
___ Dance group exchanges 
___ Reunions of former dancers 
___ Digitize dance material 
___ Access to materials from Euskal 
Dantzarien Biltzarra 
___ Facilitate the learning of Basque 
instruments 
___ Participation Plan of Basque Culture 
___ Evaluation of the necessity of cultural 
animators 
___ Basque cuisine 
___ School tours 
___ Women sports 
___ Promotion of Basque pelota 
___ Exchanges of Basques from Europe with 
the Diaspora 
___ Cultural offerings for youth 
___ New initiatives for youth 
___ New technologies 
___ Websites 

 

 


